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m e  surfaces of planets in the inner solar system rweal an abundance of 
-scale and larger circular to sub-circular depressions which can be gener- 
ically described as "craterform structures". Such ubiquitous landforms are 
typically form& by hypemelocity impact or explosive volcanism involving 
magma-volatile interactions or collapse. Unambiguous discrimination of the 
modes of formation of these often very similar appearing features (i.e., esp- 
ecially those in the 1-10 km diameter size class) is critical if crater 
counting techniques are to be reliably applied to the problem of surface age 
determination for Venus, Mars, and the W n .  In an effort to quantify the de- 
tailed mrphametry of a representative suite of such craterform structures, as 
well as to initiate developrent of systematic criteria for distinguishing im- 
pact fran volcanic varieties, we have analyzed extremely high resolution top- 
graphic profiles of terrestrial varieties between 0.8 and 100 km in diameter. 
The topographic cross-sections for the &scale terrestrial examples were ac- 
quired by means of airborne laser altimetry between 1987 and 1989 and have 
0.15 to 0.75 m vertical precision and horizontal sampling resolutions between 
0.3 and 7.0 m; other terrestrial data were extracted frm digital elevation 
models with 90 m spatial resolution and relative vertical precision of 15 to 
30 m. The datasets used for the topographic cross-sections of structures on 
the W n ,  Mars, and Venus are frcrn a variety of sources, including -110 15 
orbital laser altimetry, Venera 15/16 doppler-sharpened radar altimetry, and 
stereogramtry frcan Viking Orbiter digital stereo imge pairs (1). Most of 
the airborne laser altimetry was collected using a NASA/GSFC instrument known 
as ATLAS (Airborne Terrain Laser Altimeter System) which provides 1.9 m spat- 
ial resolution along the profile track and 0.30 m vertical control. The ATLAS 
instrument includes breadboard-level components of a potential future orbital 
laser system we call LOLA for Lunar Observer Laser Altimeter, as well as cer- 
tain elements similar in design and function to those under developnent for 
the approved Mars Observer Laser Altimeter (MOLA) experiment. A secondary aim 
of this project has been to develop algorithms to enhance geologic interpret- 
ation of akborne and orbital laser altimeter datasets to be acquired for 
Mars (MOLA), the W n  (LOLA), and Earth (GLRS on Eos). Finally, we seek to 
understand how the interior volumes of craterform structures on the terrestrial 
planets relate to formation and degradation styles perhaps as a function of 
simple dimensional parameters such as diameter (D). We believe that such in- 
formation should be of value in the upcoming Magellan exploration of the plan- 
et Venus, where many 1-9 km diameter craterfonn structures of ambiguous origin 
are likely to be observed ( 2 ) ;  it will be critical for the success of surface 
age estimation investigations to be able to identify the impact varieties in 
all diameter size classes. 

In his seminal discussion of the mrphometry of volcanic landforms on the 
Earth and Mars, Pike (3) presented a large database of dimensional parameters 
for volcanic craterfonn structures, including many well-known mars, tephra 
rings, and calderas. In this report, we present refined estimates of these 
types of parameters, as well as interior volume estimates (Vi) as determined 
by means of a numerical "volume of revolution" integration technique using 
the best available topographic cross-sections and by assuming axi-symmetry. 
In order to geologically interpret the Vi values determined frm the gener- 
ally high resolution profiles, we have ccquted the volume of a hemisphere - 
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with the same effective rim diamets (D) as the various craterfom features 
included in this study (Table 1). The ratio of this maxW hemispheric vol- 
ume Mn to the axi-symnetric interior volume Vi can be camputed to aide in the 
geologfc interpretation of these parameters and to gauge how interior crater 
volume scales with increasing diameter. It is reasonable to suggest that Vsn 
represents an upper limit on the final excavated volume of impact craters, at 
least for "simple" varieties (4), and Pike's (3) ccmpilation of data for vol- 
canic features suggests that the same may be valid for a wide range of volcan- 
ic depressions. Table 1 sunrclarizes the volumetric data for what we believe to 
be a representative cross-section of craterfom structures in the inner solar 
system. Note that only Barringer (aka &tar) crater displays an interior vol- 
ume (Vi) that is over 30% of the maximal hemispheric volume (m), in spite of 
its appreciable degree of sediment infill (5). It should also be observed that 
the Vi canputed from laser altimetric cross-sections of Barringer simple crater 
(Vi = 0.110 km**3) agree within less than 10% with Roddyls (5) estimates. 
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Crater Dim. Volume Max VoP. V i m  Percent 
Name (km) Int. (h*3) Vm ( W 3 )  RATIO of Mn 

Near Kasei 

Cleopatra 
Klenova 

Gagarin 
srrythii 
Crisium 

Serenitatis 

We'have grouped the various craterform structures by planet in Table 1 such 
that the first group (Ubehebe to Popigai) is for Earth, the second for Mars, 
the third for Venus, and the final group is for the W n .  All volumes are in 
cubic km (km*3). There is a statistically significant difference between the 
Vi/h ratios for volcanic (ie., Ubehebe, "Lunar" maars) versus impact features 
(i.e., Barringer); simple terrestrial impact craters have larger interior vol- 
umes as a function of their diameters than equivalent diameter volcanic ex- 
plosion varieties. With increasing diameter, the Vi/h ratio-declines (per- 
haps as a function of gravity "g as well?). Thus, for typical 100 km diameter 
impact craterforms, the Vi/h ratio is less than 1% for Earth and Venus. 
Since Cleopatra Patera on Venus displays a V i m  value of 3.7%, which is over 
6 times that for a reasonably un-mdified terrestrial impact feature of simil- 
ar dimension (Popigai), this suggests that Cleoptra was not formed by impact. 
F'urther interpretation of these patterns is underway. 
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